AutoCAD 2016 For Architectural Design: Floor Plans, Elevations, Printing, 3D Architectural Modeling, And Rendering
AutoCAD 2016 For Architectural Design is a basic level tutorial which helps you to create 2D architectural drawings and 3D models. This book has many tutorials in which the author shows you to create architectural drawings and models using AutoCAD 2016. After completing this book, you will have good AutoCAD skills including:

- Importing Hand-drawn floor plans
- Creating Drawings in Layers
- Creating Blocks
- Creating Dynamic Blocks
- Working with Hatch patterns
- Adding Dimensions and annotations
- Creating Elevations
- Printing Drawings
- Creating 3D Model using 2D drawings
- Locating the model on the map
- Rendering Photorealistic images
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it is good for u if u just want to know the elementary Autocad. it is not to introduce the Autocad in
details. Sometimes, it "forgets" to tell u to press "Enter" after inputting the command, so that u would
be confused why it didn’t work even though u followed strictly the steps it told u.

Very practical lessons

A good book for me as a student.
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